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THEORY OF STRUCTURES - II

fTime: 3 hours

(Maximum marks: 100)

PART - A

Maximum marks: 10)

Marks

I Answer a// questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.'

l. Define Neutral axis and Moment of resistance of a section.

2. Differentiate ecqenfiic loading and concentric loading'

3. List any two advantages of fixed beam.

4. Differentiate sfiength and stiffiress of beam.

5. Define stiffiress factor. (5x2 = 10)

PART - B

Maximum marks: 30)

U Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

l. Write the assumptions in the theory of simple bending'

2. Explain the conditions of stability of a Retaining wall.

3. A fixed beam 3 m long carries UD load of 5klrl/m. I of the beam is 70 x 106 mma

and E = 2x10sN/mm2. Find the fixed end moments and maximum deflection.

4. Find slope and deflection of a simply supported beam having span 5 m with point

load 70 kN at its centre take t : 70x106mma and E : 2xlffN/rnm2.

5. What is Limit of Eccenticity ? Find the Limit of Eccerrtricrry of a Circular section.

6. A simply supported beam span 'I' and stiffiress EI carries a concentrated load 'P'

at its centre. Find the expression for Slope and Deflection.

7. Explain Moment area method (5x6 = 30)

PART - C

(Answer one tulquestion #ffiTffit?il question carries 15 marks.)

UNlr - I

il (a) A beam of I section 300 mm x t50mm'has flanges 25 mm thick and web l0 mm

thick. Compare its flexural stength with that of beam of rectangular section of the

same weight tlre depth being twice the width. 8

I22tl - [r.r.o.
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(b) A rectangular beam is to be cut from a circurar rog of wood of diameter D.
Find fte ratio of dimensions for the stongest section in bendine.

On
(a) Derive an expression for the shear st€ss at any point in the cross section ofa

beam.

(b) An I section beam consist of two flanges 150 mm x 20 mm and a web of
310 mm x l0 mm. Find the magrinrde of maximum shear stength when it is
subjected to a shear force of 40 kN and draw the shear stress diagram over
the depth of the section.

Urrr - II
(a) Show that for no tension the base ofa short column the line of action of the load

should be within the middle third.

(b) A beam of span 'L' is fixed at its both the end. ir carries rwo concentrated loads
of 'w' each at a distance of 'u3' from both the ends. Find the fixing moments
and draw the bending moment diagram.

On

A concrete dam of trapezoidal section having water on vertical face l0 mete hish.
The base of the dam is 5 m wide and top 2 m wide. Find :

(i) The resultant thrust on the base per metre length of dam.
(ii) The point where the resultant thrust cuts the base.

(iii) Intensities maximum and minimum stress€s across the base.

Take weight of concrete 25kN/m3 and the water ldvel coinciding with top.

UNrr - III
(a) Derive an expression for the slope and deflection of a simply supported beam of

span 'L with UD load 'W'for the entire span by using Mohr's theorem.

(b) calculate the r.uriform bending moment which must be applied to be steel rod
12 mm in diameter in order to bend it into a circurar arc of 15 m radius. If the
bar is 3 m long, calculate the maximum deflection. Take E = 2l0kN/mmr.

On
(a) Derive the relation between slope, deflection and radius of curvahre.

(b) A simply supported beam of span 2.4 m is subjected to a central point load of
15 kN. What is the maximum slope and deflection at the centre of the beam.
Take EI for the beam as 6xl0r0 N/mmz.

UNrr - IV
A continuous beam ABC is fixed at A and simply supported at B & C. The span AB
is 6m and carries a UD load of I kN/m. The span AC is 4 m and carries a UD load
of 3kN/m. Determine fixed end moments.

On

X Evaluate the bending moment and shear force diagram of a continuous beam ABC.
AB : BC 6m fixed at A&C and simply supported at B. AB carries a UD load
of 2kN/m and BC carries a point load of 12 kN at its centre by Hardy cross method.
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